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23 Nov - 6 Dec



Registration

Post Registration

Visit  to register your school / class for the competition, or write to us at matific.com/mml

mathleague@matific.com

Once your school is registered, your Matific account manager will email you the login details of all your students 

and teachers. If you have current paid licences with Matific there is nothing further you need to do.

Teachers and students will have full access to Matific from the day their account is created till 20 Dec 2022.

Encourage your students to complete Matific's  before the competition.Placement Test

What is a Placement Test?

It's a 20-min test to help determine your student's level and determine best set of learning path / activities for them 

in the Adventure Island. All students will get a Placement test, (also known as the Pilot Training) when they access 

Adventure Island for the first time. 

2 Weeks Before the Competition

A notification about the competition schedule will appear in the students and teachers account 2 weeks before 

the start of the competition. 

Important Dates 

8 Sep - 20 Nov 2022
Registration Practice

10 Oct - 10 Nov 2022
Competition

23 Nov - 6 Dec 2022



Students

Competition Day and After

Teachers

Things to note:

Students can log in to their Matific account, go to 

 and start playing activities. 


the 

Adventure Island

Students can continue to play even after they have collected 600 stars, but the stars will not be added to their 

competition total.

Teachers can log in to their Matific dashboard and see Student 

and Class leaderboard.

National level: Teacher can view their class and students 
percentile

School level: Teacher can view their students’ rank at both 
school and year level


Each student has a target of 600 stars to collect until the end of 

the competition.

There’s no limit to the number of times an activity can be 

attempted, but only the attempt which gets maximum star 

will be added to the competition total.

Stars from maths activities completed outside of Adventure Island, Arena & Assigned Work will not be added to the 

competition total.

You can also visit  our 

public leaderboard to view top 100 schools in the competition

matific.com/olympiad-leaderboard

During the competition period, students can log in and log out 

as many times and anytime.

Go to The Adventure Island

Competition card in Matific dashboard

Student leaderboard view in School leaderboard

Complete activities to earn stars

Matific Math League

Matific Math League



How is Rank Calculated

The ranking is based on the achievements of a school's students out of the target goal.


Every student has a goal of 600 stars to achieve.


We look at the stars achieved for the active students divided by the goal of those students (or 50% of students, 

whichever is higher).


The accuracy of participants is used in tie-breaking situations.

National level: There’s no rank for class or student for the competition. Instead we have percentile and the 

percentile calculation logic is the same as the one used for schools. 

School level: Teachers can view their class and students rank at their own school and class level in the teacher 

dashboard. 

School

Class and Students

Note: A school needs to have a minimum of 50 participating students to qualify for prize in the School category.

*Prize money will be given in the form of Amazon voucher or equivalent of it

Gold Trophy
Rs 1,50,000*

First place

Silver Trophy
Rs 1,00,000*

Second place

Bronze Trophy
Rs 50,000*

Third place

Why only 50% of students are used for the calculation?

We understand that every school has timetable challenges, inactive or duplicate accounts, and other complications - 

we only count the top 50% to allow for this.

School Target

If active students in your school < 50% of your TOTAL students, then Total Target Stars = 50% of TOTAL 

students in school * individual student target goal

If active students in your school >= 50% of your TOTAL students, then Total Target Stars = No. of active 

students * individual student target goal

School

Exclusive rewards for   of Indiatop 100 schools



Students

All students get certificates and top 3 students from 

top 100 schools gets a special Matific gift.

For more details about The Matific Math 
League, contact us at 

mathleague@matific.com


+91 9321183256


